
1.
The liner should be installed after the fiesta frame has been 
assembled, minus cross bars.  It will be easier to install the peak/
ridge pulleys for the liner AS the fiesta frame is being assembled 
and before the legs are installed (see fig.2).  The outer top should 
be installed before the liner.
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3.

2.

Preparation:

Loop the pulley support strap up and over the PTT 
peak casting.  Attach the pulley to the D-rings at 
the bottom and pass the pull rope through the 
pulley so that the quick link at the end of the rope 
hangs approximately at ground level.  Pull the 
loose end of the rope to the side of the tent and 
drape it over the eave bar of the frame.

Attach Liner Pulleys to Peak and Ridge: 

Lap Liner Sections and Install Eyes:
To join liner end and mid sections, overlap the rein-
forcement peak patches, carefully sealing the matching 
velcro.  Align the holes of the patches and insert the 
eye bolt down thru both patches.  From underneath 
thread the eye nut onto the eye bolt and tighten.  Seal 
the velcro edges peak to eave.

Hoist Liner Sections to Peak of Frame:

7.

6.

5.

With all liner sections joined and velcroed and the 
perimeter edges loose, attach the pull rope quick link 
to the eye bolt of each reinforcement patch.  Pull the 
ropes over the eave bar to hoist the liner to the peaks 
of the frame.   Tie off each pull rope securely to a 
frame upright to hold it in the hoisted position.

Replace Cross Bars and make final adjustments: 

Attach the Liner along the Eave Line:

Attach Liner at the (4) Corners:
After hoisting the liner to the peak of the frame, 
attach the (4) corners by wrapping the liner cor-
ner straps around the (4) corner castings so that 
they are captured under the eave bars.  Cinch 
the liner straps to draw the corners snuggly into 
the corner.

Fiestas under 24 ft wide use the standard 
Fiesta wall hooks at the eave line (see 6-A).   
Pass the wall hook under the eave bar and hook 
to the wall rope as shown.  

To replace the cross bars, separate the velcro between liner sections, as needed.  Insert the cross-bar and then re-seal the velcro 
so that the cross bar simply passes through the liner.   If the liner has wrinkles, adjust the tension in the liner corner straps and 
eave straps.  If corners are too tight, on Fiestas under 24 ft wide, move liner wall hooks toward the nearest corner side of any 
stitching between the top fabric and the wall rope to relieve interference.  For Fiestas 24 ft and wider, loosen FASTEX buckles as 
needed along the eave and slide them closer to the nearest corner and retighten.

Remove Cross-Bars
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Fiestas 24 ft and wider hook the FASTEX strap 
and buckle to the eave bar.  Pass the liner strap 
over the eave bar, fasten the FASTEX buckle and 
cinch the liner toward the eave bar (see 6-B).
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Washing Care: 
Machine wash up to 160°F.  
Use synthetic detergent.  
Tumble dry warm temperature (100° - 120°F).  
Remove promptly.  
No bleach or softeners.

WARNINGW


